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)3’

the case of a thing not in a good state; or to it is incorrectly said to be the third star of
34

him who has been in a good state and has become [_g}.ii..a31
ll:
),ap. bad
I/Vhat
state.
is false,
(TA.)or One
vain,says
is waning
also, _and re

colour:

and hence, _. One who advises, or

counsels, or acts, sincerely, honestly, orfaithfully :

See :>:‘a\.iJ1, in art. ;,§.])

(Sh:) or a friend; or true, or sincere, friend:
Msb,
or a
strenuous assistant: (TA :) or an assistant of
consisting
of
several
narrow
streets,
or
lanes,
of
lreating.’('I‘A.) And ,,,i,'. v,,’.. Us
(K,)
:) or a particular and select friend
houses, and having but one general entrance, prophets :
or ),._> »p., (K in art. )9-,) Verily he is engaged
with a gate, which is closed at night; or, which and assistant of a prophet: and hence the pl.
in ithat‘ which is not a shilful nor a good work or is the case in some instances, having a by-street is applied to the companions of lllohammad also.
so in passing through it, with a gate at each end :] (Zj.)._.A. relation. (1_<.) _ And 2,1; A
performance:
23
the L: in the K, for 3519! is put 336] [which is a place of abode ofa people, whereof the houses white, or fair, woman; (A ;) as also I 23);»;
evidently a mistake]: TA :) or lie is in a bad are contiguous: (Msb:) any place of abode of (T, K ;) and so 753;;-, without implying
of
state, and a state qfperdition : (TA in art. 3». :) a people whereof the houses are near [together] :
the
eye:
(TA
=)
pl.
of
the
ﬁrst
.~Zi§,\,.L=
(A
=)
(K in art. ﬁn:
a’spa.ciou.: pncompassecl tr'ac’t pr
or in error. (K. [See also;,._|: and see 1:31;», in
place; syn. ;Léi5
)l,a;.‘....o: (A :) pl. ;‘.a\)l-. or this pl. signiﬁes women of the cities or towns,

[A quarter of a city or town; generally (TA:) or an assistant:

art. 3,1»; where it is implied that )3; is here an
(A, Msb.)
imitative
)1;JI3 ‘)1;-'.J\
sequentSuch
of ),>.])
a one went
And Us
away in a de
1-

(K ;) so called by the Arabs of the desert because

of their whiteness, or fairness, and cleanness:
(TA :) or women clear in complexion and skin;
rrbr
because of their whiteness, or fairness: (TA:)
fective dad bad state. (L, TA.)_..Sce also
1\),o- fem. of
[q. v.].._Also A round, or
or
women inhabitants of regions, districts, or
ofla turban.
= What
(K.)=The
is beneath the
bottom
[partofcalled]
a well or circular, burn, made with a hot iron;
;)
0
.
0):»;-Z 560 £25.

tracts, of cities, towns, or villages, and of culli

the like. (K.)._Hence, (TA,) ,};J\

,3

[around the eye ofa camel; (see 2 ;)] so called
vated land : (Ksh and Bd in iii. 45 :) or [simply]
because its place becomes white. (TA.)
women; because of their whiteness, or fairness. ($.)

+He is intelligent;

;) deep in penetration.

4v »r
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we

,
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Zing,’-: see if)», under [:g)\,~.

(TA.)

631;; lVhite, applied to ﬂour: (A,"‘K:) such
5

99¢

00»

r

is the best and purest of flour: (K, TA :) and in

31;: see 3? : = and see ”p-.

:3;-: see ),a-, in two places. =A1so [app. A
like manner applied to bread : (A :) or whitened,
91:
return Q/‘ﬂour for the loan of a hand-mill ; like
applied
to ﬂour; ($;) and, in this latter sense,
)1)»,
($,K,&c.,)
and
sometimes
with
kesr
was
r /0;
8._.i.e (a subst. from __,-is-1) signifying some broth
food.
[See also .i._,?.;: and see
[';\;|>], (K,) but this latter is a bad form, to95 Iany
J
which is returned with a borrowed cooking-pot :]
044;

a subst. from £51»! in the phrase L3

(Yaal_§i>ob,) A young camel when just born: (T,

,,.

53¢? [q-v- wpr=‘»1- (s, 1.1-)

K:) or until weaned; ($,K;) i. e. from the
time of its birth uniil big and weaned; (TA ;)

9’ 4

”a- Intense whiteness of the while of the eye when it is called

):>--]
A man in a defective and bad
state:
and
[See see
the.same
’($,
1:71,»,TA
in :)
phrase
art.or)3;
perishing,
in where
art. ).,>:
itorissee
said
dying.
also
that )5L;

:) fem. with 3:

(’IA@.~=) pl.(°of pauc.,$) 33,3 and (of mult., s)

and intense blackness of the black thereof, ($,
Msb,
with intense whiteness, or fairness, of Q\;,,_;:. and Q13’.
[Its ﬂesh is inasipifl:
is here an imitative sequent of )5!»-.] =See
94 I 4
the rest of the person : (K :) or intense whiteness see a verse cited as an ex. of the word
also 3)L-p-o.
of the white of the eye and intense blackness of
:» 0 I
Th'e’scorpion of
the black thereof, with roundness of the black, ._ [Hence,]
”a-\, (K,) applied to a man, (TA,) gaving
TA,)
and thinness of the eyelids, and whiteness, or winter; because it injures the )1)»,
eyes characterized by the quality Dtermed )3?» as
fairness, of the parts around them: (K :) or i. e. the young camel. (TA.)
ecplained
above:
:) and so ii”:-, [the fem.,]
0»:
blackness of the whole [of what appears] of the
31;»: see
: = and see also )5.»-.
($,
applied
toAnd
a woman:
0.901 5,;-, Msb,K:*)
applied to pl.
women,
eye, as in the eyes of gazelles (AA, S, Msb, K)
and I .'i;._»,;-,
and so in some
and ofbulls and cows : (AA, :) and this is not

Having eyes like those of gazelles and of cows.
copies of the
or 753,.»-, (s0,in’other copies (AA,
Az says that a woman is not termed
by way of comparison: (AA, $, Msb,K:) As
Ia§n
of the K and in the TA,) and 7,1,».
and 51),».
unless
Combining )3; of the eyes with
_Also
says, I know
[simply]
not what
Whiterzess.
is 5;.“(A.).-—_Rcd
in the eye. skins,
found in human beings, but is attributed to them

-

9»

J
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v_‘,'\,,. (K) and vs,,.... ($,K,TA, in the CK

5110;

01/01

and
with which [baskets of the hind called]
are 3),“) and I 3),.»
Q1
inf.
n.
of
3]
and
I
3).,’
covered: ($,gK:) [a coll. gen. n.:] n. up.’ with
3:
or (S
(so:)inpl.the
Q13’;-:
TA, but
(K,TA:
in the in the
“ and
CK”) a hide answer; a reply.

whiteness, or fairness, of complexion.
Jrﬂt

_

(TA.)
Q0»

I ),l|>-0 [originally an See also 331;;-, under L91,’-'..__ ,0-l \-’)|b An
’

90 v

’

and 7),:-,(TA,)_/1n. eye of pure white and black.

2-0 8

_),>'9I A

-'4

cry.) in certain star: ($,K:) or (K) Jupiter. ($,K.)
or pure, or
Lg);-, &c., He did not return to me an answer, =Also Ilntellect: (ISk,
orra reply. ($.) [See a verse of Tarafeh cited clear, intellect; like an eye so termed, of pure
You say,

dyed red: (K,_TA:) or red shins, not [such as

white and black.
are termed]

pl.

(AI;In:) or shins V008 .)~q.I_-0.]

tanned without 16;; : or thin white shins, of which
[receptacles of the hind called]
are made :
or prepared sheep-slu;ns. (TA.) [In the present

Qrﬁr .v

.‘::.._»,L, or 8);,» : see what next precedes.

So in the saying, L;

-'05

”>.L_: M I[IIe does -not live by intellect: or
by pure, or clear, intellect]. (ISk, $, A.)
III

495

the peo];le
A man
of the
(TA)towns
white,
or orvillages.
fair, (TA.)
(2)1; One who whitcns clothes, or garments, of(52?!
day, pronounced 3,», applied to Sheep-shin by washing and bfating them. (S, M, Msb,K.)
»¢,»
leather.] =11 certain hind of tree : the people of Hence its pl. Q,._»)\,>
[See also [_gg\;>; of which the fern. is applied
is applied to The com
95/

Syria apply the name of ),a- to the plane-tree
0 1
'
_
9» 1
(_,,J;); but it is yr-, with two fet-hahs: in the
account of simples in the Kanoon [of lbn-Seena],
it is said to be a certain tree of which the gum is
called ;\,»).vb: (Mgh:) [by the modern Egyptians

(pronounced »;) applied to the white poplar:]

panions [i. e. apostles and disciples] of Jesus, in like manner to a woman.]
94»
.'rI
because their trade was to do this. ($, M,Msb.)
)L>.e: see 5)i>-0, in two places.
[Or it is so applied from its hearing some one
or another of the following signiﬁcations.]_

{ab

”.=..» The pin of wood, or, as is sometimes the

One who is freed and cleared jrom every vice, case, of iron, on which the sheave of a. pulley
fault, or defect : [or] one who has been tried, or turns; ($;) the iron [pin] that unites the bent

a certain kind of wood, called iI.’é;.;J\, (K,) because proved, time after time, and found to be free
of its whiteness. (TA.) =;;;.J\ The third star, from vices, faults, or defects; from 3‘; “ he re
[e,] that nerct the body, qfthc three in the tail of turned.” (Zj, TA.) _ A thing that is pure, or
Ursa Jllajor. (Mir-at ez-Zeman, &c. [In the
unsullied: anything of a pure, or an unsullied,

piece of iron which is on each side of the shearc
of a pullei, and in which it [the ”>...¢] is in.
sorted, and the sheave itself: and a piece of wood
which unites (
the sheave of a large pulley

